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Singing Castle, a manual for construction 
of original instruments in the form of comic 
strips, is designed for everyone who likes fairy 
tales, comic strips and music. The words in 
it are intertwined with images and sounds of 
unusual musical instruments. 

First part is an illustrated fairy tale and the 
second one a comic strip. They both speak 
about a king who wanted to become like a 
nightingale and because of this he built himself 
a singing castle from musical instruments. While 
reading children get to know numerous original 
musical instruments that look as if they are 
only in a fairy tale, a figment of imagination of 
the author, but they actually exist in the real 
world1.  They are presented with illustrations 
and ‘pictures in sequences’, in other words with 
comic strips, which is by far more exciting than 
dull and lifeless textbook didactics. 

Reading lively images enriches children and 
encourages their curiosity and imagination. 
This way they can enter the wide and colour-

ful world of sounds and musical instruments 
more intensely. Interlacement of words and 
pictures, incorporation of images into stories 
enables the young (and of course also the old) 
readers reading in several layers, which leads to 
a deeper understanding of the contents. With 
that they remember more and at the same time 
strengthen their own creativity and develop the 
sense of aesthetics, of good.

If the story and images in it ‘start resonating’ 
the reader can enter the third part of the book-
let. In the third part there are instructions for 
construction of similar (and yet simpler) musical 
instruments as those they read about in the 
fairy tale. 

Instructions for construction of original 
instruments are intended especially for the 
grown-ups who work with children – parents 
and teachers. According to the level of difficul-
ty, which is marked with numbers from 1 (the 
easiest construction) to 5 (the most difficult 
construction) we can choose instruments suit-
able for children of different age groups. Even 
very young children will be able to construct 
difficult musical instruments if grown-ups help 
them with one or two steps of the instructions 
(for example, with sawing or drilling with an 
electric drill). We can complete the school class-
es and make them more useful with designing 
and making of musical instruments, since we 
encourage the development of a child’s creativ-
ity, technical skills and learning in various areas 

 1 They can be seen and tested at exhibitions of original musical instruments Euphonia (http://www.euphonia-city.net) as well as at music-puppet 
performances The Lost Tone (http://ton.ops.si), A King Listens (http://kralj.ops.si) and The Singing Castle (http://grad.ops.si). They were designed and 
constructed by Peter Kus, art design is the work of Kaja Avberšek.
2 More about that in Kus, P.: Izvirni glasbeni inštrumenti v šoli (Original Musical Instruments in School) (proposal for practice), Glasba v šoli, št. 3-4, letnik 
XIV, 2010



of art and science. Through interdisciplinary 
connections music and sound researching can 
turn into a wholesome creation and experience 
process that stretches to the areas of fine arts, 
physics, mathematics, technical skills classes as 
well as cultural and environmental classes2.  For 
parents excited about music and new sounds 
construction of musical instruments may 
become an opportunity for creative and joyous 
spending of free time with their children. 
Instruments in the manual are selected and de-
scribed in a way that makes their construction 
possible without any special technical skills. 
Material needed for construction can be found 
in our surroundings or else in shops. What is 
more, all instruments sound well and can be 
played by children. With some creative courage 
they can even be used on a concert stage.

Peter Kus
Kaja Avberšek





SINGING CASTLE – summary

The King’s castle was the greatest and the sweetest in the world. Large castle building 
were built from the sweetest chocolate, sweet candy and multi-coloured lollipops. In 
the castle garden, in the treetop of a bushy tree lived a nightingale and sang beautifully. 
Travellers from countries from all over the world came to the royal capital and admired 
the castle. But when they heard the nightingale sing, they all said: ‘This is by far the 
most beautiful thing!’

At first the King was jealous of the little singer stealing his attention. But in time he 
realised that he must follow the nightingale and change his life into song as well. He 
decided to transform his new castle into a giant musical instrument which will play and 
singe like the nightingale. 











difficulty level: 3

When attaching
the clamps we need
the help of an adult!

we need:
 spruce tree board, approximate dimensions are 10 cm (4 ’’) width x 8 cm (8 1/8 ’’) 
length x 2 cm (7/8 ‘’) thickness
 5 large hairpins
 2 nails, 70 mm (2 ¾ ‘’) long and 3 mm (1/8 ‘’) thick
 sticky tape
 clamps and a strong stapler (electric is the best)
 sandpaper
 hammer
 hacksaw

We sand the spruce board with sandpaper and make sure the edges are smooth.

We break the hairpins in half - we place the parts that are flat on a hard surface and strike the 
wavy parts with a hammer. If the hairpin does not break on its own because of that we break it 
with our hands.

We place five flat halves of hairpins parallel to each other on a wooden board and arrange them 
in a V shape. We make sure the distances between hairpins are equal. Then we attach them 
with sticky tape which we place across the hairpins on the board. 



First we cut off the head and the pointy end of the nails. We place the first nail on the rear part 
of the hairpins. Then we attach it to the wooden board with clamps between each hairpin and 
at the ends. To do this we use a string stapler, the best is an electric one.

We push the second nail from the front end under the hairpins so that they are lifted. We also 
attach both ends of the nail to wood (see photo at the beginning).

We set the tones of individual tips by setting the length of the hairpins which swing freely 
(a longer swinging part means the tone will be lower, a shorter one means it will be higher).



We play the kalimba by slightly pressing the wooden table and plucking the tips with fingers 
– preferably with thumbs on both hands (That is why the kalimba is called ‘thumb piano’). The 
wooden table under the kalimba will work as a resonant body and will strengthen its sound (We 
can also test what the sound of the kalimba is on other bases – for example, styrofoam box, metal 
pot, floor …).

The sound of the kalimba appears because of the tips, which are attached to the base in one end and are 
still, whereas on the other end they swing freely. The instrument belongs to the group of idiophones or more 
accurately to ‘struck’ idiophones, a part of which is also a better known wood block.







difficulty level: 3

we need:
 a hollow cylinder, the diameter should be approximately 40 mm (1 5/8 ‘’) and the length 
50 – 60 mm (2 ‘’ – 2 3/8 ‘’). It is best to use an HTEM pipe with a diameter of 40 mm, 
which is used for installation of household sewerage system; we can buy it in shops with 
building material. 
 a round stick from beech tree, the diameter should be approximately 8 - 10 mm (3/8 ‘’)
 piece of thin hard plastic, 0.5 mm thick (1/64 ‘’). If we can’t find suitable waste plastic 
material we can use a so-called VIVAK sheet of the same thickness; we can buy in shops for 
model makers. 
 a piece of rosin, which is resin used for greasing bows of string instruments (It is sold 
in shops with musical instruments)
 fishing line, approximately 0.4 mm (1/64 ‘’) thick and approximately 120 mm (4 ¾ ‘’) 
long
 strong glue to glue plastic mixture
 scissors
 a small knife
 a lighter

We cut out a circle from a piece of plastic which is 
the same as the diameter of the pipe. We make a tiny 
hole in the centre of the circle. The hole should be big 
enough for the fishing line to go through. We make a 
knot from the fishing line on one end so that the knot 
can’t slip through the hole.

We glue the plastic circle to the rim of the pipe and 
wait until the glue dries.

When melting rosin 
we need the help of 
an adult!



Approximately 15 mm (5/8 ‘’) from its end we carve a notch into the stick; the notch should 
be approximately 2- 3 mm (1/16 ‘’) deep and should go around the whole rim of the stick (see 
picture at 5.)

We place a piece of rosin on a plate and melt it with a lighter.

Be careful not to burn your 
fingers while doing that!

We dip the part of the stick where we made a notch into the melted rosin so that the notch is 
well soaked with it.

We form the fishing line into a loop around the notch. The loop should be loose enough so 
that the stick can spin inside it, and tight enough so that the loop doesn’t slip from the notch.

We play the froggy by spinning the stick around its own axis and cover the bottom opening of the 
pipe with the other hand. We partly close the hole with straightening the index finger and thus 
change the sound of croaking. We can also turn the stick upwards and spin the pipe around the 
axis of the stick. The sound will sound like croaking of the whole frog choir in a pond.

The sound appears because of friction of the fishing line loop which rubs against the stick during spinning. 
Friction causes vibrations which transfer through the fishing line to the plastic circle attached to the pipe. 
This functions like a membrane and strengthens the sound of vibration, which is why the instrument belongs 
to the group of membranophones. 










